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Curb Your Enthusiasm 
Keeping an Eye on Exuberant Home Prices

Publication 2134

The Takeaway

A powerful new tool for monitoring housing 
markets can be used to measure exuberant housing 
price behavior. Exuberant price behavior may occur 
when home prices are not based on housing mar-
ket fundamentals such as demand and supply. The 
results show that neither the state of Texas nor any 
of its 25 MSAs currently are experiencing episodes 
of explosive behavior in house prices. 
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Years after the largest housing bust in United 
States history, could another boom be develop-
ing? Texas avoided much of the 1998–2006 

housing boom and subsequent collapse in real (inflation-
adjusted) house prices during the Great Recession (Fig-
ure 1). However, since the housing rebound took hold 
in 2012, Texas has registered strong price appreciation 
similar to that of the U.S. Could this mean another hous-
ing boom is underway? If so, should we worry about it? 

Many housing analysts and scholars share the view that 
the 1998–2006 housing boom resulted from a departure 
of house prices from their intrinsic values, which are 
determined by economic fundamentals. This led to a 
misallocation of resources in the economy and distorted 
investment patterns. Eventually, it precipitated the Great 
Recession in the U.S., which spilled over into many de-
veloped countries. Learning from such experiences may 
help avoid a repeat of the trauma caused by the latest 
boom-bust housing cycle. 

A rapid pace of real house price appreciation during a 
boom by itself does not necessarily imply that house 

prices are becoming out of step with the fundamentals of 
the housing market. However, real house price increases 
can result from a misalignment with fundamentals if, for 
example, recent trends of high-growth performance drive 
market participants to expect higher prices in the future. 

An expectations-driven misalignment of this sort is often 
called a bubble. In a situation like this, buyers are will-
ing to invest in houses above their fundamental value 
if they expect to be compensated through future price 
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increases. If enough buyers share the same beliefs 
about the market, they will drive current house prices 
up. The robust gains achieved through price apprecia-
tion then sustain a self-fulfilling prophecy, providing 
validation to the buyers’ expectation of rapid house 
price growth. This keeps the market misaligned from 
its fundamentals until enough investors become leery 
of a bust, the flow of money into housing dries out, 
and eventually the feared collapse occurs.

Detecting a misalignment in house prices from their 
fundamental-based intrinsic values, let alone prevent-
ing one, is not a simple task. The difficulty arises 
because actual house prices can be observed and 
measured, but the intrinsic value of housing cannot. 
Economists instead look at home prices that would 
have otherwise prevailed in the market under similar 
conditions, ruling out expectations-driven bubbles. 
This entails discriminating across different exist-
ing theories that disagree on the main drivers of the 
housing market demand and supply and working with 
often incomplete data. On the demand side, fundamen-
tal factors could include demographics, income and 
employment growth, access to credit, and interest rates. 
The supply side factors are construction costs (the price 
of lumber, drywall, and labor wages), the housing stock, 
and land availability. 

Research has opened up new avenues to tackle the de-
tection of misalignments using new statistical tools and 
techniques to monitor the behavior of prices over time 
and make inferences without being tied to a 
particular fundamentals-based model. One such 
approach revealed that house prices change in 
a predictable way when an expectations-driven 
bubble occurs—they become explosive (or 
exuberant). Therefore, new techniques to detect 
exuberance may detect or signal the formation 
of housing bubbles.

This is especially useful if it can identify a 
boom arising from a fundamental misalignment before 
the housing bust occurs. It is best to use it in conjunction 
with economic fundamentals and other available signals 
tracking house price increases since no one indicator has 
the ability to identify such misalignments with certainty 
and timeliness.

Explosive Behavior in Texas  
Real House Prices
In Texas, two periods of explosive behavior were identi-
fied before and during periods of recession in Texas 
and the U.S. The first occurred during the late 1980s 

oil bust, pushing the Texas economy into a recession. 
House prices in the state broadly collapsed while those 
in the rest of the country did not (Table 1 and Figure 1). 
The second period was before and during the shallow 
2001 national and state recessions. This coincided with 
a prolonged period of exuberance with significant real 
appreciation of housing. For the state, the episode ended 
much earlier, allowing Texas to avoid the worst of the 
housing fallout that caused so much damage elsewhere 
in the U.S. (Table 1 and Figure 1). 

The U.S. and Texas housing markets have had dissimilar 
experiences over the past 40 years. They share common 
factors that could contribute to the spread of house price 
exuberance—such as access to mortgages, federal hous-
ing and tax policy, and the decline in U.S. interest rates 
since the end of the 1990s. But the documented differ-
ences (Table 1) could be related to the importance of the 
oil industry in Texas (Figure 2), the high supply elastici-
ty of housing in the state, and differences in home-equity 
lending (for example, total mortgage debt cannot exceed 
80 percent of the fair market value of the home), among 
other factors.

Table 1. Chronology of Real House Price Explosive  
Behavior in the U.S. and Texas

Area Start Date End Date
Duration 

(Quarters)
Depth 

(Percent)

U.S. 4Q2001 4Q2005 17 34.72

Texas 3Q1987 1Q1991 15 –15.96

3Q1999 4Q2002 14 6.84

Source: Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas
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Figure 1. Historical Evolution of Real House
Prices in U.S. and Texas
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Notes: Texas real house prices (green line) are constructed with
 Freddie Mac data and Dallas Fed estimates of Texas CPI data.
 The historical U.S. real house price series (blue line) is based
 on the Case-Shiller index after 1975. An alternative rendering
 based on Freddie Mac data for the post-1975 period 
 (red line) is provided for comparability.
Sources: Freddie Mac; Robert J. Shiller (2005): Irrational Exuberance. 
 Broadway Books, 2nd edition, 2005 
 (http://www.econ.yale.edu/~shiller/data.htm); Authors' 
 calculations.
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This research found that differences across re-
gional housing markets in Texas result in dif-
ferences in the patterns of exuberant behavior 
in the 25 major Metropolitan Statistical Areas 
(MSAs). The results indicate that episodes of 
exuberant behavior were widespread. Ripple 
effects from oil boom and bust periods, espe-
cially during the 1980s, and from the continu-
ous decline in U.S. interest rates since the 
1990s, underpin what occurred in most MSAs, 
but regional factors also play a role in the like-
lihood that a period of exuberance will occur.

The chronology of exuberant house price 
behavior in the state’s four major MSAs 
(Austin, Dallas-Fort Worth, Houston, and San 
Antonio) is shown in Table 2. Commonali-
ties and differences were found, notably that 
Austin and DFW appear largely insulated 
from the rest of the state and the U.S. 
Interestingly, San Antonio follows the 
pattern of the U.S. housing market more 
closely than that of Texas, registering a 
prolonged period of exuberant behavior 
during the national housing boom in the 
early 2000s. Houston’s housing has more 
similarities with the state and, in par-
ticular, with the chronology of the main 
energy-related MSAs in Texas (Table 3).

Table 2 also includes the same statis-
tics for the four major Border MSAs 
(Brownsville, El Paso, Laredo, and 
McAllen). El Paso and McAllen in par-
ticular experienced periods of exuberance 
during the late 1980s and early 1990s. 
El Paso, Laredo, and McAllen shared a 
period of exuberant behavior later than 

the state as a whole. This appears to coincide with 
the tail of the U.S. housing boom.

The energy-related MSAs had explosive price 
behavior in housing as well, but with notable 
differences from the rest of the state. Upstream 
energy MSAs Midland and Odessa did not regis-
ter a period of exuberance in the 1980s. However, 
Longview, Tyler, the downstream energy MSAs 
including Corpus Christi and Victoria (Table 3), 
and the state as a whole did. During the last part 
of the U.S. period of exuberance (mainly from 
2004–07), both upstream and downstream energy 

Table 2. Episodes of Explosive Behavior in Selected  
Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs) in Texas

Area Start Date End Date
Duration 

(Quarters)
Depth 

(Percent)

Largest MSAs

Austin – – – –
DFW – – – –
Houston 4Q1986 4Q1988 9 –10.94

2Q1999 2Q2003 17 13.10
San Antonio 1Q1990 4Q1990 4 –4.45

2Q2002 Q32007 22 19.50

Border MSAs

Brownsville – – – –
El Paso 1Q1990 3Q1992 11 –4.62

4Q2005 3Q2006 4 8.41
Laredo 4Q2005 2Q2007 7 4.91
McAllen 2Q1987 4Q1990 15 –15.01

1Q2006 2Q2007 6 2.82

Source: Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas

Table 3. Episodes of Exuberance in Energy-Related  
Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs) in Texas

Area Start Date End Date
Duration 

(Quarters)
Depth 

(Percent)

Upstream Energy

Midland 2Q2005 3Q2007 10 36.08
2Q2012 3Q2014 10 15.81

Odessa 4Q2005 3Q2007 8 29.07
Longview 1Q1989 4Q1990 8 –4.83

2Q2006 3Q2007 6 6.75
Tyler 1Q1989 4Q1991 12 –11.17

2Q2004 3Q2007 14 7.26

Downstream Energy

Corpus Christi 2Q1987 4Q1991 19 –19.84
2Q2002 2Q2007 21 15.17

Victoria 4Q1983 1Q1986 10 –8.62
2Q1987 4Q1990 15 –16.74
3Q2006 4Q2008 10 5.74

Source: Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas
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Figure 2. Texas Real House Prices 
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regions registered periods of exuberant behavior that set 
them apart from the rest of the state (Table 3).

Current Developments  
in Texas Housing Markets

Neither the state of Texas nor any of its 25 MSAs cur-
rently are having episodes of explosive behavior in 
house prices. The map illustrates how the different hous-
ing markets look with the data available up to 3Q2015 
(Figure 3). 

The map also provides detail about the performance of 
selected MSAs over the past five quarters. Pie charts 
have been superimposed over a few MSAs. DFW ap-
pears in green with no pie chart because it has shown no 
hint of explosiveness since at least 3Q2014. In contrast, 
Midland appears with an amber and red pie chart be-
cause—while currently amber—it has spent one period 
in the red zone since 3Q2014. Three of the major MSAs 
(Austin, Houston, and San Antonio) plus College Station 
experienced some unusual price movements and are 
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Figure 3. MSAs Exhibiting Explosive Behavior
3Q2014 to 3Q2015
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Note:  Red 95 percent critical value, Amber 95 – 80 percent critical value, 
and Green below 80 percent over the �ve-quarter period between 
3Q2014 to 3Q2015. Pie charts show developments over the past 
�ve quarters.

Source: Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas
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currently amber in 3Q2015 after experiencing at least 
one green period since 3Q2014.

Explosive Behavior Same as a Bubble?

A word of caution is warranted. Are these periods of 
explosive behavior the same as housing bubbles? The 
answer is they are not. Ultimately, to determine whether 
a period of explosive behavior is expectations-driven 
and nonfundamental, researchers need to overcome the 
problem of how to properly measure the fundamentals 
and through them the intrinsic value of housing. The ap-
proach used here adds a powerful new tool for monitor-
ing housing markets, though. 

The Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas aims to monitor 
Texas local housing markets and those of the rest of the 
U.S. They plan to make this information available on 

the Fed’s website to help inform market participants and 
scholars alike about housing. The Real Estate Center 
at Texas A&M University will continue to monitor this 
statistic once available to the public. The information 
will appear in its monthly publication, Texas Housing 
Insight, which follows the state’s housing market.
____________________
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